The Premier Daniel Andrews
Jill Hennessy
Ministers of the Victorian Government
Dear Premier
It is early morning I have been awake for a few hours still completely shattered by your dismissal of me
in your letter of the 27th February which I received yesterday the 3rd March.
You wrote thanking me "for taking the time to speak to me recently," this was when I approached you
in person pleading for statute of limitations to be lifted to enable me (and other mothers) to litigate
against the abductors of my son Michael, aged 4 days old in 1961 and the illegal personal abuse of me at
that time.
When you reached into your pocket for paper and pen and took my name and phone number informing
me that "someone" would be in contact with me that same day, I was elated beyond any words written
in any dictionary.
I could not believe what was happening to me after my long battle with the Victorian Government over
a period of 22 years! I deemed you overwhelmingly sincere.
All this elation was crushed and destroyed yesterday when I opened your, perceived by me, to be an
insincere letter signed by yourself.
What cruelty seems to possess you and your Ministers and staff to always treat me as an inferior
person.
Your letter was quoted in the same wording as a letter I received from Jill Hennessy on the 19th
December 2019.
Identical words written by yourself and Jill Hennessy "Profound harm"
You wrote Mr Premier - "undoubtedly caused by past adoption practices"
Jill Hennessy's wrote "caused to those affected by past adoption practices"
You wrote Mr Premier "The Victorian government has been working to implement the
recommendations of the senate Community Affairs Committee report"
Jill Hennessy's wrote "the Government has been working to implement ["the
Affairs Committee's report"] recommendations"

Senate Community

Both yourself Mr Premier, in your letter dated 27th February and and Jill Hennessy's letter of the 19th
December 2019 acknowledged my pleas for Statute of limitations to be lifted by Jill Hennessy writing and informing me that as an abused mother and a victim of the illegal abduction of
my child, my memory would have diminished over time (it would have been appreciated if she had
included the research she referred to in order to support her claim that my mental capacity had
diminished over time for the most heinous and traumatic event of my life.)
She also wrote that as statutes are now in place I had no hope of success in a court of law.

As she has the power to implement the removal of these statutes (as you had advised me in past letters
Mr Premier) I believe her words constituted a bias towards us mothers.
She established her bias for me, by not offering any hope at all that statutes would be lifted.
You Mr Premier wrote that I had "sought" with you personally for Statutes to be lifted.
Both yourself Mr Premier, and Jill Hennessy, as senior Ministers of the Victorian Government, a
government responsible for the past wrongs of Victorian governments, handballed all of your
responsibilities towards these 'PROFOUND[LY] HARM[ED]" women, to an Inquiry into Support Services
and Responses of historical forced adoption, which see another two years of our lives pass by, many
will not live to see the outcome of said inquiry and as I have written to you both before I see this as a culling mechanism thought up by the Justice
Department of the current Victorian Government.
Both of you wrote the above words, regarding the impending Victorian inquiry,
FULLY AWARE THAT ABSOLUTEY NO SUPPORT SERVICES NOR RESPONSES NOR THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF A SENATE REPORT HAVE BEEN ENACTED BY THE VICTORIAN LABOR
GOVERNMENT OVER THE PAST EIGHT YEARS!!!! ABSOLUTELY NOTHING!
IT WOULD THEREFORE SEEM TO ME THAT YOU HAVE NOT TRIED HARD ENOUGH (AS BOTH YOUR
LETTERS INDICATED YOU WERE DOING) TO IMPLEMENT THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE SENATE
COMMITTEE AFFAIRS REPORT; OR TO DO ANYTHING AT ALL TO BRINGABOUT JUSTICE FOR THE
WOMEN WHO FACED SUCH TORTUROUS, TRAUMATIC AND UNJUSTIFIABLY CRUEL ACTS, ACTIONS
WHICH HAVE BEEN PROVEN TO HAVE BEEN CONDONED BY PAST VICTORIAN GOVERNMENTS IN A
SENATE INQUIRY.
You Mr Premier end your letter by writing "Thank you again for taking the time to write and speak to me about your experiences. It is through
people like you speaking up about these experiences (for which Mr Premier you publicly
apologized for in 2012) that we can make real change.

YET MR PREMIER EIGHT YEARS AFTER A SENATE COMMITTEE AFFAIRS REPORT AND THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS
WERE HANDED DOWN, THE SILENCE FROM THE VICTORIAN GOVERNMENT HAS BEEN DEAFENING.
THE GOVERNMENT PROCLAIMS INSTEAD THAT STATUTES OF LIMITATION WILL NOT CHANGE FOR 'YOU' WOMEN BUT WILL REMAIN IN PLACE AS A
BARRIER TO PROTECT THE PERPETRATORS FROM 'YOU'!
Note:(EVEN BEFORE A ROYAL COMMISSION HANDED DOWN THEIR REPORT IN 2017,THE VICTORIAN
GOVERNMENT HAD REMOVED STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS FOR THESE ABUSED VICTIMS (mostly males)

IN 2015, LATER TABLING THE VICTORIAN GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSES TO THE RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THIS ROYAL COMMISSION'S REPORT ON 18TH DECEMBER 2018)
Mr Premier, Jill Hennessy and Ministers of the Victorian Government you have failed these women,
just as past government's failed these women.
You Mr. Premier damned past governments for this same failure when you voiced that past
government's failed in their obligation to end the systematic tragedy that they had unfurled.
I believe you as Premier now head this failure of Victorian governments to end this terible tragedy.
Please lift the Statute of Limitations
Please lift the Statute of Limitations
please lift the Statute of Limitations

june smith (no title)

"There is a crime here that goes beyond denunciation. There is a sorrow here that weeping cannot symbolize. There is a
failure here that topples all our success.."

(John Steinbeck, "The Grapes of Wrath")

